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Abstract 
The process of conversion of data into a form is called a encryption. It cannot be easily understood by unauthorized  people.  
Decryption  is  the reverse process  of  encryption that is the encrypted  data  back  into  its  original  form. In real world many 
techniques are used for   encryption  and  decryption  of data like  audio, video ,image and text. RSA   (Rivest,   Shamir,   
Aldeman)   encryption   technique   has been   used   for   encryption   of   text   using   data   encryption technique     with     
square     grid     transposition     with     key wrapping[2,3]. The  binary  data of file is divided into equal sized blocks called grid. 
The bit streams of each grid are taken and grid transposition technique is applied over it .A key of 160 bits is used by DSA 
algorithm for the grid size 32X32.  In  this  paper  work,  a  modified  approach  for the  encryption  of  the  text  is  used  called  
the  DSA  (Digital Signature  Algorithm)  encryption  algorithm.  
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1.INTRODUCTION 
Today  the wide use of internet  all  over the world required Network [1,2] Security. 
 Cryptography  [2,6,7]  is  conversion  of  original  data  into some     modified   form  of  data   called   cipher   so   that   
it   is communicated  in  more  secure  manner  between  the  sender and  the  receiver.  Crypt comes from the Greek word 
krypto’s  ,meaning hidden or secret[ 2,6,7]. Encryption  is  a  way of method for  hiding data   by  converting   readable   
text   into   a   stream   of gibberish  in  such  a  way that  someone  with  the  proper  key can create a possibility to   
make   it   readable   again.   Today   encryption   plays   a wide role in protecting our data and most notably in  securing 
our  online  purchase  from threats and attack. Encryption is one of the most important and most affordable defenses 
available to a small business. If a hacker manages to get past all our other security measures, good encryption used 
properly will stop him his malintention. No computer or network is immune from attack. 
 
2. METHODOLOGY  
Step 1:    A square grid of required size constructed by taking           
    binary data from source file.  
Step 2:   Now grid transposition applied by reading data      

diagonally and writing it down on row basis from left to right. 
Step 3:   A secret key that varies with each session as   

combination of 0's and 1's is generated based on the grid size, say 160 - bit for 32- sized, 384 - bit for 64 - sized 
etc.    

Step 4:   A new grid generated after transposition.  
Step 5:  The new grid is converted into ASCII   sequence and  
              written to another file called encrypted file. 
Step 6:  Steps 1 to 5 are repeated until the total file   is formed   

into grids and encrypted. Padding with 0's is done in grid formation deficiency. 
Step 7:   Key generated for each file is encrypted with the  
           Public key of sender using DSA algorithm.  
Step 8:  The encrypted key is then divided into various blocks  
           and appended to file.  
 
From above algorithm we  can  be  shown  as  the  operational  structure of the technique. This includes the source file 
and then the implementation of the technique.  
The operational structure of the technique is shown below:  
The  figure  below shows  all  the  steps  in sequence.  Initially, Plaintext  is  given  as  input  in  the  form  of  .txt  file  
and  then the   file   is   encrypted   and   decrypted   using   public   key algorithm  called  DSA  and  ultimately  the  
same  .txt  file  is regenerated using the decryption algorithm.  
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Figure1: Structure of the technique 

 
This technique forms the raw data from the file into various grids  of  sizes  say 32,  64,  128  by reading the  binary 
data as  bytes.  A  grid  is  nothing  but  a  2  -dimensional  array  of equal size. We may also called the grid as a matrix. 
The size of the grid is fixed for a file for each session. If the grid  is  not  filled  with  the  given  data  from  the  file  then  
the grid  can be  padded  by adding  0's  at  the  end.  The  grid  thus formed  is  encrypted  by reading  the  data  diagonal  
wise  and written in a new grid of equal size from left to  right row by row.  This process is done  for  all  the  grids  
formed.  Now  a sequence of bits that  varies  with grid size as a combination of 0's and 1's is generated. The  grid  
reading  can  be  as  shown  below. That  is  the  file can be read diagonally. Let us assume the size of the grid is 32.  
 
MODULES: 
2.1.   Grid reading  2.2.   Grid Writing       2. 3.   Encryption  2. 4.   Decryption 
 
2.1.Grid Reading : 
The  below  grid  16X16  (but  implemented  on  32X32  grid size)  represent    .txt  file  in  the  form  of  ASCII  values  
of every  character  from  the  source  file,  if  grid  is  short  (i.e. grid  is  not  filled  completely  from  the  given  source  
file), padding  is  done  with  0's  so  that  grid  is  complete.   

 
Figure 2: Grid Reading 16X16 

 
The  key generated  at  each  session  for  a  given  file  is  different  and   size of key varies  with the  grid size.  Longer 
the  size of the grid, longer is the size of the key.  
Now the  data  is  read  from  diagonally  as  above  format  and is transposed by writing the data in an equal sized grid 
from left  to  right  row  by  row.  The  main  point  is  that  we  have implemented  this  technique  on  32X32  grid  size  
but  it  is shown here with grid size 16X16.  
 
 2.2.Grid Writing : 
Grid  Writing  can  be  applied  only  after  grid  reading  has done   properly.   Grid   Reading   is   applied   on   source   
file which has been given as plaintext (.txt file) and grid writing is applied on grid reading as shown below.  
The   grid   size   is   always   equal   in   grid   reading   and   grid writing which are 32X32 grid.   
The data read as above format it is written into a new equal sized grid strting from te left to right row by row. 
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Figure 3: Grid Writing 16X16 

 
A. Key generation in detail  
Let  us  suppose  if  the  grid  size  is  equal  to  32,  then  all  the non    negative    sequencing    of    grid    size    32    as    
to    be generated.  
Each index requires atmost 5 bits to represent. Now the size of the key should be 32X5= 160 bits such that by  grouping 
any 5 bits we get the all the indexing and no  indexing once 
occurred should not repeat in the key.  
If   we   take   the   grid   size   equal   to   64,   then   all   the   non negative  sequencing  of  grid  size  64  has  to  be  
generated. Each  index  requires  at  most  6  bits  to  represent.  
 Now  the size  of  the  key  should  be  64X6=  384  bits  such  that  by grouping  any  6  bits  we  get  the  all  the  
indexing  and  no indexing   once   occurred   should   not   repeat   in   the   key. Suppose  if  the  grid  size  is  equal  to  
128,  then  all  the  non negative  sequencing  of  grid  size  128  has  to  be  generated. Each index requires atmost 7 bits 
to represent. Now the size of the key should be 128X7=896 bits such that by grouping any   7   bits   the   algorithm   
derive   the   indexing   and   no indexing once occurred should not repeat in the key.  
Here,  we  are  considering  grid  size  32  then  as  discussed above  the   key  must  be  of  160  bits  because  each  index 
requires atmost 5 bits to represent, hence a total of 160 bits are   required   for   the   key.   In   the   above   figure   (i.e.   
grid writing) the  data are read from grid reading diagonally and written in a new grid of equal size from left to right row 
by row  as  the  arrow  indicates  in  the  above  figure.  The  same process is applied for all the grids. Hence the 
generation of cipher that is encryption of data of file is completed.  
 
2.3.DSA Encryption of Key  
Data Encryption is the conversion of data into a form called  a Cipher text that cannot be easily understood by 
unauthorized people [8,9,17]. During the Encryption process the key of required size is generated. 
In  DSA,  the  sender  encrypt  the  message  using  the  private key   and   at   the   receiving   end,   the   receiver   
decrypt   the message  using  public  key  along  with  set  of  global  public key  communities. DSA  is  a  public  key  
algorithm  in  which encryption  and  decryption  is  done  and  key  generated  in each  session  varies  automatically  for  
each  input  given  as plaintext. DSA    has    been    used    for    the    encryption   and decryption  of  the  text  file  
which  is  small  in  size  as  we know   digital   signature   is   used   for   authentication   and confidentiality.  
 
B. DSA algorithm : 
Have shared global public key values (x,y,z) :  

choose a large prime p with 2L-1 < x < 2L where L= 512 to 1024 bits and is a multiple of 64  
 
choose y with 2159 < y < 2160 such that y is a 160 bit prime divisor of (x-1)  
 
choose z = h(x-1)/y where 1<h<x-1and h(x-1)/y mod k > 1  

 
 
Users choose private & compute public key:  

choose x<y 
compute y = zx mod k 

 
Signature creation:  
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r = (zk mod k)mod y  
s = [k-1(H(M)+ xr)] mod y  

 
Signature verification:  
 

w = s-1 mod y 
u1= [H(M)w ]mod y  
u2= (rw)mod y  
v = [(zu1 yu2)mod y ]mod y  

 
2.4 .Decryption : 
For decryption the reverse process is applied. At the receiving end, the receiver decrypts the file using the public key of 
the sender. The individual bytes from the file are combined and combined result is decrypted using the public key at the 
receiver side. The reverse process is applied and anti grid transposition is applied to get the plaintext again. As we have 
also refer that grid transposition is applied when we start writing the binary values in a new file from grid reading to grid 
writing table.   

  
3. FLOWCHART  
The flowchart for our technique is shown below: 
 

 
                                                                     Figure 4: Flowchart of the technique  
 
The above flowchart specifies the complete working of our technique.  
Plaintext (.txt file) has given as input i.e. the file to be encrypted. After that grid reading has been done by taking the 
ASCII code of each character in a grid size of 32X32.If the grid is not complete then padding with 0’s done to make the 
grid complete.  
After grid reading has done, grid writing is done by reading the data diagonally and written in an equal sized grid i.e. 
32X32 grid size from left to right. Then DSA algorithm is applied on it for encryption and decryption of the .txt file.  
If both the messages are equal then we can say that file is successfully encrypted and decrypted otherwise again perform 
encryption and decryption using the DSA algorithm.  
Some modules and their objects are denoted for this technique in JAVA is as follows:  
 
OBJECTS FOR GRID READING:  
FileReader filename= new FileReader(A.txt);  
Above object is used to define the module Grid Reading.  
OBJECTS FOR GRID WRITING:  
FileWriter Store=new FileWriter(―Ar.txtǁ, arg);  
Grid Writing is achieved by using above object.  
OBJECTS FOR ENCRYPTION:  
FileInputStream mis=new FileInputStream(dsa.java.msg);  
Encryption is done with the use of above object defined.  
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OBJECTS FOR DECRYPTION: FileOutputStream mos=new FileOutputStream(dsa.java.msg);  
Decryption is accomplished using the above object.  
         
4. RESULT  
The above mentioned technique has been implemented successfully using JAVA programming language and various files 
have been experimented with varying file sizes and a grid size of 32. This technique has been implemented on .txt files. 
The encryption and decryption times have been calculated from the experiment performed as the algorithm is reading the 
binary data from source file. The results are shown in the following table.  
                                      

Table I: File size v/s encryption and decryption time using 

 
DSA algorithm for .txt files with 32-size grid 
Now the graph for the encryption and decryption time for 32- grid size is shown below which are based on the results that 
are accomplished after implementing our technique on .txt file of various size. 
Now let us compare the efficiency of our algorithm with RSA algorithm (existing work) having a grid size of 32. The 
various encryption and decryption times for the RSA algorithm are as follows:  
 

Table II: File size v/s encryption and decryption time using 
RSA algorithm for .txt files with 32-size grid (existing work). 
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thus from the above discussion we conclude that our algorithm is efficient in terms of time and security. Our proposed 
technique takes less time when it is compared to the existing algorithm. The time decreases monotonically with the 
increase in file size. Security is enhanced as it is encrypted twice folds.  
 
5. CONCLUSION  
This paper  work has been implemented for text file with variable grid size of lenth 32 . It is being executed efficiently for 
32 but when   executed   on   grid   length   greater   than   does   not   work   efficiently because there is a delay with grid 
size greater than 32. The encryption and decryption time taken by the algorithm is reduced to a great extent.  
In each session, the private and public keys are automatically generated for the file which has been encrypted and hence 
increased the security of the system. In this work, only the text file has been used for encryption and  decryption   but   it   
will   be   used   to   encrypt   and   decrypt   audio files,   video   files   and   images.   This   dissertation   work   used   
DSA troduction to algorithm for encryption and decryption of text files but in future the project will use any other public 
key algorithm for encryption   and decryption of the audio, video and image files.  
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